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Chapter Approved: War Zone
Nachmund Grand
Tournament Mission Pack
and Munitorum Field Manual
2022
Price 35.40 Euro €

Availability Last items in stock!

Number 40-58

Producer code 60040199130

EAN 9781839067846

Manufacturer Games Workshop

Product description

Chapter Approved: War Zone Nachmund
Grand Tournament Mission Pack and
Munitorum Field Manual 2022
This edition of Chapter Approved is the essential gaming toolbox for all fans of Warhammer 40,000 matched play. Whether
you're a tournament regular or simply like to ensure your battles are always fought on an even footing, this is the essential
supplement for matched play games of Warhammer 40,000. Inside this 56-page softback book, you'll find:

- Two mission packs, comprising nine missions each for Incursion and Strike Force battles, each designed to offer a different
challenge to the players.

- Guidelines for setting up and playing a matched play or Grand Tournament-level competitive game, including suggested
battlefield size, time limit and how best to determine secondary objectives.

- 23 secondary objectives. Some are entirely new, while others have been tweaked, or had the amount of victory points they
award adjusted.

- And much, much more…

In addition, you'll also find a separate 56-page book – the Munitorum Field Manual 2022 – containing all the latest matched
play points updates, painstakingly balanced and tuned in conjunction with major tournament organisers and our playtesters.

Whether you're looking to take your matched play gaming to a whole new level or are wanting to stay on the pulse with all the
latest points value developments for every faction, Chapter Approved has something for you, and is a fitting guide to the
incredible new edition of Warhammer 40,000.
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